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Abstract— Body part regression is a promising new
technique that enables content navigation through self-
supervised learning. Using this technique, the global
quantitative spatial location for each axial view slice is
obtained from computed tomography (CT). However, it is
challenging to define a unified global coordinate sys-
tem for body CT scans due to the large variabilities
in image resolution, contrasts, sequences, and patient
anatomy. Therefore, the widely used supervised learning
approach cannot be easily deployed. To address these
concerns, we propose an annotation-free method named
blind-unsupervised-supervision network (BUSN). The con-
tributions of the work are in four folds: (1) 1030 multi-center
CT scans are used in developing BUSN without any manual
annotation. (2) the proposed BUSN corrects the predictions
from unsupervised learning and uses the corrected results
as the new supervision; (3) to improve the consistency of
predictions, we propose a novel neighbor message pass-
ing (NMP) scheme that is integrated with BUSN as a statis-
tical learning based correction; and (4) we introduce a new
pre-processing pipeline with inclusion of the BUSN, which
is validated on 3D multi-organ segmentation. The proposed
method is trained on 1,030 whole body CT scans (230,650
slices) from five datasets,as well as an independentexternal
validation cohort with 100 scans. From the body part regres-
sion results, the proposed BUSN achieved significantly
higher median R-squared score ( = 0.9089) than the state-of-
the-art unsupervised method (= 0.7153). When introducing
BUSN as a preprocessingstage in volumetric segmentation,
the proposedpre-processingpipeline using BUSN approach
increases the total mean Dice score of the 3D abdominal
multi-organ segmentation from 0.7991 to 0.8145.

Index Terms— Body part regression, self-supervised
learning, robust regression, organ navigation, multi-organ
segmentation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

CLINICALLY acquired CT scans can exhibit large varia-
tions in field of view, especially for coverage of the chest,

abdomen or pelvis (Figure 1). Without pre-processing, such
scans are difficult to use for medical image analysis due to lack
of spatial consistency. Using pre-processing to remove incon-
sistency in field of view helps to localize anatomical regions
in each body part and enable more precise image registration
and machine learning. Recently, Zhang et al. [1] suggested that
image quality, quantitative analysis, and anatomical structure
localization could be combined to estimate spatial consistency
across the human body in CT. The potential applications
include content navigation [2], lesion detection [3], classifi-
cation [4] and segmentation [5], [6], which universally benefit
from accurate quantitative assessment of body parts in regions
of 1) shoulder and lung, 2) abdomen and 3) pelvis.

To achieve slice-wise tissue navigation and to quantify body
consistency, the body part regression technique was proposed,
which estimated a uniform spatial location (i.e., global position
scores in Figure 2) of axial slices for a particular subject [1].
Initially, body part regression was formed as a supervised
learning task using deep learning [1]. However, intensive man-
ual annotation is required to prepare the large-scale training
cohort. To alleviate the manual efforts, Yan et al. [7] proposed
an unsupervised regression network (URN) to perform body
part regression in an annotation-free manner. The method
required the creation of distance metrics, varied combina-
tions of scalars, isotropic variance, and slice thickness, which
resulted in difficulties in creating consistent performance
for capturing continuities between slices in medical image
volumes.

The spatial location score achieved from the URN [7] can
be inaccurate (Figure 2). A natural solution to improve the
annotation-free method is to provide extra labeled images in a
semi-supervised learning manner. However, manual annotation
is resource intensive and typically not desired for accurate
assessment due to complexity of patient and scanner proto-
cols [8]. Moreover, tissues and slice thickness typically varies
across different sessions and studies [9]. Herein, tissue and
organ analysis are challenging problems given inter-subject
variance of patient bodies and complicated 3-D volume rela-
tionships among anatomies. Holger et al. [10] performs selec-
tive and iterative approaches for different levels of estimation
in field of views based on hierarchical architecture [10].
Han et al. proposed pyramid attention [11] solution for
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Fig. 1. The de-identified data retrieved from clinical scans under IRB
approval exhibited large variations in field of view due to types of scanner,
protocols of study or anatomy variance in patients.

Fig. 2. Slice disorder problem in three regions with the unsupervised
regression network (URN). The left panel indicates the global location
scores along slices indices. The body part regression values (blue
dots) are inconsistent in the right panel compared with an ideal linear
relationship (red line).

accurate view selection. Herein, a further integration with body
part slice selection and field of view selection is required.

Challenges and limitations with annotation-free method
restrict the generalizability and robustness of models. There-
fore, to leverage the current framework, we propose a self-
supervised approach named blind-unsupervised-supervision
network (BUSN) using robust regression [12] and uses the
corrected predictions to provide extra supervision. Our con-
tributions are in four folds: (1) an self-supervised solu-
tion to boost current body part regression are designed
using 1030 multi-center CT scans without using manual labels;
(2) a novel unsupervised-supervision method is introduced to
achieve robust body part regression; (3) we propose a neighbor
message passing correction method to further improve the
BUSN results by modeling the spatial relationships between
axial slices; and (4) a preprocessing pipeline is proposed using
BUSN to normalize the CT volumes spatially, which is eval-
uated by organ navigation and 3D multi-organ segmentation
on normalized scans.

Herein, 1030 whole body CT scans without manual anno-
tation are used to train and evaluate the proposed method.
First, regression scores are evaluated with R-squared met-
ric. For body part regression results, the proposed method
achieved superior performance compared with baseline meth-
ods. Second, organ-wise navigation is performed according to
slice by slice scores. This experiment shows that the robust

Fig. 3. Body part location inferences is performed in a self-supervised
manner without manual annotation. 3D CT scans are fed into the
automatic framework, and then into a cascaded unsupervised network.
A self-supervision network is performed in 2D. The outputs are position
scores.

body part regression is able to be used for localization of
anatomies. Last, as an example of application, we trained a 3D
multi-organ segmentation model for evaluating performance
on abdomen CT scans using BUSN as a preprocessing stage.

II. METHOD

The proposed BUSN consists of four major portions:
(1) an self-supervised learning network, (2) robust regres-
sion refinements, (3) a supervised learning network, and
(4) neighbor message passing scheme. Note that the proposed
unsupervised-supervision method does not require any new
manual labels, which is trained from scratch (i.e., pre-trained
networks are not used for initialization). In this study, we first
trained an unsupervised model with input of only CT slices.
Then we performed robust regression for modifying the labels.
Last, we trained a network in the paradigm of fully-supervised
learning with the annotation-free label. For testing and infer-
ence, the end-to-end model trained in the context of supervised
learning is used. Figure 3 presents the overall flowchart.

A. Self-Supervision in Body Part Regression

The self-supervised learning paradigm in the task of body
part regression. The self-supervised learning is used by the
studies that robust modification of first step prediction can
be used for supervised learning. Based on the definition,
the pretext task assumes two characteristics of deep neural
networks. First, the scanning procedures of medical images are
serialized which the order of slices are consistent and present
natural linearity. Second, fully-supervised training that learns
the explicitly-provided prior labels is more accurate and stable
than unsupervised learning [13].

B. Blind-Unsupervised-Supervision Network (BUSN)

1) Unsupervised-Regression Network (URN): Convolutional
neural network (CNN) methods [14] provide efficient models
for vision-learning tasks by employing weight connections
among pixels through multiple layers. Recently, Yan et al. [7]
proposed a self-supervised method that trains a CNN model
under constrains of unsupervised learning in body-part regres-
sion problem. The unsupervised regression network (URN)
consists of convolutional, ReLU, and pooling layers, which is
pre-trained by the ImageNet dataset [15]. At the bottom level,
a global average pooling layer is added to transfer the feature
maps to a single value, followed by a fully connected layer.
The unsupervised learning part is illustrated in the left panel
of Figure 4.
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Fig. 4. Proposed deep blind unsupervised-supervision network (BUSN). Panel (A) is the unsupervised network with robust regression refinement.
Panel (B) is the deep supervised network using the refined prediction scores. After training, only the right panel (B) is required to perform body part
regression.

The encoder part of the unsupervised learning is learnt from
the relative locations and distances between slices. Let La

denotes the loss given sequential slices.

La = −
∑m−1

i=1
log(S ( f (i + 1) − f (i))) (1)

where S is a sigmoid function. f (i) is the predicted score of
the i th slice. Let Lb be the correlation between slices.

Lb =
∑m−2

i=1
| f (i + 2) − 2 f (i + 1) + f (i)| (2)

The loss function is given by: LU = wa La + wb Lb. The
weights wa and wb were empirically set as 1 and 10 according
to [7]. Lb indicates the numeric difference between two
slice which are proportional to physical distance of two
images.

Equation 1 keeps the qualitative order of the regressed slice
scores. The value variance between two slice scores are close
to the physical distance between the two images. Since we
used the sets of neighboring equidistant slices (e.g., slices j,
j+k, j+2k, . . .), the slice scores should be equidistant as well.
In the experiment, the order loss (Eq. 1) and distance loss (Eq.
2) collaborate to constrain each slice score f(i) towards the
direction relative to other neighboring slices.

Under the defined loss function (Eq. 1, Eq. 2), the URN
output scores range in −15 and 15. The learned regression
scores and patient anatomical body parts correspond well
(−15: upper chest, −5: upper liver, 0: lower abdomen, 5: lower
pelvis). URN is also robust to the varying position, size and
imaging variance.

2) Robust Regression Refinement: Robust regression [16]
refinement is introduced to further correct the inconsistent
prediction values (in Figure 2) by hypothesizing that the
distribution of the body part regression scores follow a
linear distribution. We adopted the random sample consen-
sus (RANSAC) [16] algorithm. As shown in Figure 7, the
RANSAC robust regression help removed the 207 outlier
predictions (yellow points) in a volume, and forms the cor-
rected pseudo-labels following the evenly distributed scores.

The RANSAC is an iterative approach to evaluate parameters
from discrete observed data contains inliers and outliers when
outliers are presented to be no influence on the values of the
evaluation. RANSAC estimates parameters with high degree
of accuracy even with large number of outliers. The linear
distributed pseudo labels are used for the second stage training.
Unlike many robust estimation approaches such as statis-
tics of least-median and M-estimators squares [17] prevailed
in image processing, RANSAC was created by resampling
technique that presents candidates by minimum number of
observations. The aim of the approach is to model the hidden
linear trend from heterogeneous input data using robust linear
regression (i.e., resilient to outliers). In our context, the robust
regression is deployed to correct the discontinuity of the
predicted scores as the training labels for the unsupervised
learning (Figure 4a). The robust regression is critical as it
helps achieve the expected linearity of score across slice
indices.

3) Deep Supervision Network: The section of deep supervi-
sion network uses a symmetric convolutional architecture [18].
As shown in Figure 4b, the end-to-end network is defined with
multichannel inputs, where each channel is corresponding to a
score number. According to the continuous property of slices,
the supervision task is formulated as multichannel pixel-wised
image to score regression.

The deep supervision network [19] introduced in the BUSN
method (Figure 4b) is a standard encoder-decoder CNN.
As shown in Figure 4. The end-to-end network is defined with
multichannel inputs (2.5D) to leverage the performance from
using a single input slice (2D) every time. The U-Net [18]
is used as the backbone. Different from the standard U-Net,
we concatenate deep supervision (Figure 4b) from different
levels to integrate the deep features from coarse to fine.
A dense layer is used to convert the long dimensional 1D
features from deep supervision to regress a single location
score [5], [20]. During the training, we employ the L1 loss
for each channel, which is more resilient to outliers compared
with L2 loss. To leverage the knowledge of each level and
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to alleviate the outliers, the deep supervision scheme acquires
weighted sum of losses from each level. The final supervision
loss LS is given by

LS =
∑N

s=1
ws Ls (3)

where LS is the loss function of level s, N is the total number
of levels, ws are weight parameters of level s. The weight of
final output is set as 1, while the weights of sub-labels are set
as 0.1 and 0.01 [19]. N is empirically set to four to present
four transpose layers in Figure 4b.

C. Neighbor Message Passing

Yang et al. [21] proposed a message passing scheme
between landmark probability maps. The neighbor information
enhancement was introduced in the context of nearby slices.
Inspired by such strategy, we propose a neighbor refinement
method to refine the outputs from the deep network by
quantifying the relation between nearby slices to enhance the
probability map of center slice.

Instead of using only a single slice for prediction, five
consecutive slices are used to perform the neighbor message
passing. Using the five slices, we predict the slice score of
the middle slice as the output, while considering the context
information from upper and lower slices.

We denote one probability map P for the center of neigh-
boring slices (nodes), we consider slice i − 1 and i + 1 as
the first-neighboring slices, while i − 2 and i + 2 as the
second-neighboring slices. The overall probability distribution
is formed between neighboring slices to exchange information
and optimization. To express the spatial connections among
slices, for each slice i , we denote each node in the graph
represent the center slice ωi . The updated probability map:

P(ωi |i) = 1

|N |
∑

j∈N
P

(
ω j | j

) ∗ k(ωi |ω j ) + P(ωi |i) (4)

N is the normalization term, we use the uniform factor which
equals to the number of neighboring slices. The message pass-
ing is conducted by P

(
ω j | j

) ∗ k(ωi |ω j ), ∗ is the convolution
operation. k(ωi |ω j ) is the convolution kernel derived from the
distribution of annotation-free labels. The multidimensional
convolution enables the shifting of neighboring probability
maps. P

(
ω j | j

)∗k(ωi |ω j ) plays as a strong prior for P(ωi |i).
The predicted score of each slice can simply be determined by
the corresponding probability map followed by global average
pooling and linear layer.

Several recent works have studied neighbor message pass-
ing (NMP) concept for detection tasks [21]. In our framework,
the NMP is used to enhance the probability map on the center
slice.

III. EXPERIMENT

We evaluated the proposed BUSN method with three experi-
ments. First, the inter-slice consistency of body part regression
was assessed directly by calculating the R-squared on a large-
scale cohort. Second, the efficacy of BUSN at organ-wise
navigation was examined. Third, we apply BUSN as a pre-
processing stage within a multi-organ segmentation pipeline.

TABLE I
DATASETS

A. Datasets

1) Body Part Regression: The method is evaluated using a
large scale of 1030 whole body CT scans from multi-center
datasets (Table 1) to compensate the insufficient of views
in lung and pelvis. Five multi-center datasets are used only
for training, while the sixth, 100 scans of (BTCV) [22] are
used for external validation. A total of 230,650 2D slices
are obtained from the 3D CT scans in Table 1. The mean
and variance on number of slices per scan are 224 and 35.
The validation set includes 100 3D scans. All datasets were
accessed in de-identified form with institutional review board
approval. The in-plane pixel dimension of the volumes varied
from 0.4 to 1.2 mm. Each volume was preprocessed by
thresholding the soft tissue window (HU from −275 to 275)
before being fed into the method. The slice thickness varies
from 0.1 to 6 mm.

2) Head Part Regression: We collected de-identified brain
MRI images under institutional review board for approval
of head part regression. 5111 multi-site T1w MRI scans
from nine different projects are used to obtain the large-scale
training data, the data collection and preprocessing are dis-
cussed in [23]. The testing cohort consisted of 45 T1-weighted
(T1w) MRI scans from Open Access Series on Imaging
Studies (OASIS) dataset [24] with 1 mm isotropic spatial
resolution.

3) Organ Navigation: We used the independent 100 whole
abdominal CT volumes from BTCV as the external evalu-
ation. We used all 100 research-controlled cases for evalu-
ation. The in-plane resolution ranges from 0.59 × 0.59 to
0.98 × 0.98 mm2.

4) Multi-Organ Segmentation: We used the same external
cohorts of BTCV 100 scans, each with all 12 labeled organs,
in the multi-organ segmentation task. We integrate the body
part regression method as a preprocessing step, where each
slice is assigned a slice score. For each scan, the axial slices
with score between −6 and 5 are kept in the final 3D volume.
The axial slices outside the range will be cropped out. While
the zero-padding is applied to fill the volume if the score range
is not be able to cover −6 to 5. Last, all scans are resampled
to a unified dimension of [168,168,64], with the resolution of
2 × 2 × 6 mm for training a 3D segmentation network [25].

B. Platform

The experiments are performed using NVIDIA Titan X GPU
12G memory and CUDA 9.0. Training, validation and testing
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Fig. 5. The three rows show slices in chest, abdomen and pelvis regions in the same subject, under same regression score (−3, 2 and 10) with four
columns (URN, BUSN, BUSN with Neighbor Message Passing and ground truth). The slice predicted by BUSN with NMP is closer to the reference
slice.

are executed on a Linux workstation with Intel Xeon CPU,
32GB of RAM. The code of all experiments including baseline
methods are implemented in python 3.6 with anaconda3.
Networks and frameworks are established in Pytorch 1.0.

C. Experiment Design

1) Body Part Regression: To evaluate the accuracy of regres-
sion scores, we apply BUSN method to predict a score cor-
responding to each 2D slice. Slices are soft-tissue windowed
and fed into the unsupervised network (figure 4a). A rough
score is predicted according to slice thickness and continuity
nature. Then, robust regression refinement is implemented for
fixing incorrect scores. Finally, an accurate score is predicted
from an encoder-decoder structure with deep supervision.
In this section, the deep supervision network is composed
of multi-level convolution layers, which are deployed in a
symmetric scheme to enable efficient inference. ReLU and
max-pooling layers are implemented in the encoder part of the
network. Pooling layers helped to enlarge the receptive field of
neurons where more contextual information is considered in
layers. The decoder part consists of convolution, upsampling
and ReLU layers. The convolution filters are set to 3 × 3 × 3,
while the maxpooling kernel is 2 × 2 × 2. The stride is 1 and
downsample/upsample factor is set to 2 in each dimension.
We used the Adam optimization with learning rate of 0.0001.
The batch size is set to 4. All weights are trained from scratch
with random initialization. The results are evaluated with
R-squared measurement, relative to true anatomical position.
The unsupervised BPR method pipeline was employed as
state-of-the-art performance for body part regression. To assess
ablation performance, the self-supervision method was per-
formed to the target CT scans with robust correction and the
BUSN with neighbor message passing scheme (NMP). All
experiments are implemented with same data configuration.

2) Organ Navigation: We evaluated the aforementioned three
body part regression models on the withheld 100 CT scans

Fig. 6. The boxplot show R-squared results of the body part regression
methods are presented. “∗” indicates statistically significant (p < 0.01
from paired t-test).

(all organs are labeled). The range of slide scores for each
organ from the ground truth labels are used to present the
absolute spatial location. When accumulating such scores
for all 100 scans, the range of the scores are summarized
as a density map (Figure 8). In Figure 8, the range and
density of the predicted scores are from the URN, BUSN, and
BUSN+NMP are presented in different colors. Paired t-test
is used between averaged boundaries scores in Figure 8, ‘∗’
indicates statistically significant improvement.

3) Multi-Organ Segmentation: The effectiveness of the
BUSN is evaluated by using it as a preprocessing stage in
a segmentation pipeline. The aim of the preprocessing stage
is to reduce the spatial variations between scans. Ideally, the
similar chunks of body scan can be achieved with the same
score range (e.g., −6 to 5) [7]. The training was performed as a
multi-channel, multi-class manner. Multi-source Dice loss [26]
was employed as the loss to balance the heterogeneous size
of all 12 organs. This approach normalizes voxels from
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Fig. 7. A representative subject was evaluated with URN (left) and BUSN (right). Green scatters are inliers of influence to the regression, yellow
scatters are outliers of no influence to the distributed data. Darker blue line indicates the normal linear regression on scatters points, lighter blue
line is the RANSAC regressor result according to inliers. Left panel presents the single URN regression with amounts of outliers result in failure of
linearity nature in chest and pelvis regions. Right panel shows the testing result of BUSN method, the distributed scores follows good linearity in
chest, abdomen and pelvis regions in CT scan. In summary, BUSN takes advantage of self-supervised network, which presents better continuity in
regression result among neighbor slices and shows scatter plots without number of outliers.

Fig. 8. Organ navigation task and organ-wise body part regression analysis: Density maps represents the distribution of each organ in whole-body
CT scan. The red box range represent the URN method, while the blue box is the BUSN-plain method and the green box shows the result in BUSN
with neighbor analysis. “∗” indicates statistically significant (p-value < 0.01 from paired t-test).

prediction, which are not ‘activated’ in probability maps.
During training, all weights are trained from scratch with
random initialization. The Adam optimizer is used with a
learning rate of 0.0001(β1 = 0.5 and β2 = 0.999), where the
learning rate is decayed by a factor of 10 every 10 epochs.

4) Head Part Regression: We conduct the experiment by
evaluation on MRI slices of head, to show the robustness
and sensitivity of our method. Similar to body part regression
experiments, we implement the baseline and our methods on
brain MRI images with same parameters.

IV. RESULTS

A. Body Part Regression

Figure 5 presents qualitative results of body part regression
on a randomly selected scan. The URN indicates a slice from
lung area to abdomen, a kidney area slice to liver region
or an upper pelvis slice to lower pelvis. BUSN and NMP
helped fix the ordering problem from the URN model. Figure 6
compares the R-squared error of all methods including URN,
BUSN and BUSN with neighbor message passing. Paired
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TABLE II
ORGAN DICE RESULT

TABLE III
SEGMENTATION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON IN TERMS OF MEAN DICE SCORES USING 3D NNUNET

t-test is presented as the statistical analysis. From the results,
BUSN presents better linearity to unsupervised approach with
significant improvement. The NMP framework shows more
stable performance compare to BUSN (p < 0.01). Figure 7
compares the quantitative results of the body part regression
using conventional linear regression and the robust regression
of the same cohort. The pure BUSN network fixes the dis-
ordering problem in chest, abdomen and pelvis regions using
self-supervision.

B. Organ Navigation

Across individuals, the body part regression scores should
help localize organs. We performed organ-wise comparisons
across 100 individuals (Figure 8). The horizontal range indi-
cates the distribution of each organ over this cohort. For
example, in the URN pipeline, the mean of top border score
(left in figure 8) of spleen is −4.0217, mean of bottom border
is 4.2924, while the means of BUSN is −3.7872 and 3.0158
respectively. A larger range indicates the larger uncertainty
in organ localization. The green box shows a more precise
evaluation after implemented the proposed BUSN method,
which exclude outliers on the boundary of organs. The upper
bound of aorta and lower bound of left, right kidney is defined
as the abdomen. We empirically selected the scalar −6 to 5 as

the range of abdomen region according to the corresponding
ground truth label of all of training subjects (e.g. the top most
slice that contains esophagus or liver label is score around
−5.5,−6 is selected to ensure slices above the top most
labeled slice).

C. Multi-Organ Segmentation

Table 2 shows the mean Dice similarity coefficient (DSC)
and standard deviation of multi-organ segmentation. We com-
pared four methods: (1) without using body part regression, (2)
using URN, (3) using the proposed BUSN method, and (4) the
proposed BUSN with NMP. Without body part regression, the
performance is inferior compared with the results with body
part regression method. The average DSC of BUSN with NMP
is 0.8145 against URN (0.7991) The BUSN with neighbor
message passing performs achieve the generally highest DSCs
of organs with smaller variances. The p-value with paired t-test
between No BR and URN is 0.00097, 0.015 between URN and
BUSN, and 0.0017 between BUSN and BUSN with neighbor
message passing.

D. Regression on Head Navigation

Figure 9 shows the regression performance in terms of
R-squared measurements on head part regression. We observe
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Fig. 9. (a) R-squared measurements of head part regression. “∗” indicates statistically significant (p < 0.01 from paired t-test). (b) The four rows
show slices in different brainn regions in the same representative subject, under same regression score (−10, 0 and 10) with four columns (URN,
BUSN, BUSN (NMP) and the ground truth reference slice).

that brain images show less variations among subjects than
whole-body images. The baseline URN achieves higher mean
R-squared score 0.7136 than 0.6741 in whole-body images.
From the results, BUSN presents better linearity to URN with
significant improvement (p < 0.01).

E. Ablation Study of Our Methods

To evaluate the ablative effectiveness of deep supervi-
sion. We conduct an ablative experiment to compares the
performance with and without deep supervision. Concretely,
the method achieves the higher average R-squared scores
0.9584 ± 0.0215 than 0.9398 ± 0.0264 (without deep super-
vision). In addition, we formulated an external comparison
on removing skip connection, to evaluate the efficacy of cap-
turing multiple layers’ feature. The result is 0.9584 ± 0.0215
(with skip-connection) against 0.9264 ± 0.0304 (without skip-
connection). In addition, for comparing the effect of the intro-
duced self-supervision and robust regression. We conducted an
extra validation on using only linear model (RANSAC) and
compares with and without further supervisions. Our method
achieves the higher average R-squared scores 0.9238±0.0253
than 0.8910 ± 0.0276 (significant improvement with p < 0.01
on paired t-test). Next, we compared experiments on using
L2 norm error function instead of L1 loss. The R-squared
measurements show 0.9584 ± 0.0215 in L1 compared to
0.9483 ± 0.0281. The further discussion on L1 vs L2 norm
could be find in [27]. Empirically, larger size of input slices
which means higher resolution, can preserve more spatial
context in the training. In our experiment, we used the
original image pixel-dimension, which presents slightly higher
performance compared to down-sampled images. As more CT
slices per batch introduced, the inter-slice relationship could
be better regulated.

Comparison with state-of-the-art
We also train 3D nnUNet [28] for the multi-organ seg-

mentation networks, which is known or the state-of-the-art
segmentation network. The evaluation is conducted with and
without BUSN. The results are shown in Table 3. Compare

to 3D UNet, nnUNet performed consistently superior DSC
scores. The bold values indicated the effectiveness of our
BUSN pre-processing step.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

3D medical images are intrinsically spatialized, and the
location of anatomies/organs are relatively structured. The goal
in this study is to predict a continuous, uniformly distributed
score for each axial CT slice along with body coordinate
values. The predicted coordinate scores should be linearly
dependent to increasing slice indices (e.g., larger scores match
lower abdomen region). However, the variation of imaging
process, position, size lead to morphology difference in human
bodies. Herein, we take the full image of each slice, and
intends to preserve the spatial context. The pixel-wised feature
maps provide strong prior information, then we use the global
average pooling and linear layer to obtain the final regres-
sion score. Overall, the numeric difference of the predicted
slice scores can be approximately corresponded to the spatial
context.

In this paper, we propose an unsupervised-supervision
learning body part regression framework in a self-supervised
paradigm that achieves superior performance without using
manual annotations. Our method outperforms the state-of-
the-art methods in terms of the body part regression accuracy.
The integration of robust regression analysis leads to the
pseudo-ground truth data that are exploited in the context of
supervised networks. Furthermore, the part regression enables
the superior content navigation (Figure 8) and volumetric
segmentation (Table 2). In the segmentation task, we compared
our method with the current state-of-the-art performance in
the challenge dataset [29]. The averaged DSC score in [29]
is 0.832 compared to 0.8179 (ours BUSN). We achieved
lower but comparable DSC scores with single 3D UNet model
without extra data.

One limitation of the deep learning-based segmentation is
the generalizability across different reconstructed scans. In this
work, all experiments and results are performed on axial
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aligned images. So, the model cannot be applied to coronal
view and sagittal view slides. Next, −6 to 5 are empiri-
cally set to as the range when normalizing different scans
as preprocessing according to the experiments in Figure 8.
However, body part regression might not be the optimal choice
when applying the modal to the CT including the extremities.
A detailed comparison of body part regression to detection,
such as multi-atlas labeling is expected. In the future, to further
improve segmentation result, it is worthy to investigate crop-
ping volumes for each organ specifically and fitting cropped
regions into segmentation models. In the segmentation task,
the body part regression preprocessing takes 30 seconds on
average per case, which indicates reasonable time efficiency
on implementation.

In this study, the self-supervised BURN method outperforms
the baseline methods. In the future, the usage of pseudo-
ground truth data can be employed in the context of supervised
learning methods. Herein, we could take advantage of the sta-
bility in supervised learning as well as the unsupervised nature
of entire framework. Additionally, robust statistics would
benefit for many approaches as quality assurance (QA) is a
promising avenue to regularize information and knowledge.
Therefore, the proposed self-boosted networks might be an
opportunity for broader tasks with consistent performance in
regression, segmentation, or classification. Investigation into
the boosted approach could provide valuable improvements
without extra manual efforts.
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